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PRESENTER 1:  A/PROF BORIS VAN LEEUWEN, TILBURG UNIVERSITY

Presentation: The Strategic Display of Emotions 
Authors: Daniel L. Chen, Astrid Hopfensitz, Boris van Leeuwen, Jeroen van de Ven.
Abstract:
The emotion that someone expresses has consequences for how that person is treated. We study whether people display 
emotions strategically. In two laboratory experiments, participants play task delegation games in which managers assign a 
task to one of two workers. When assigning the task, managers see pictures of the workers and we vary whether getting 
the task is desirable or not. We find that workers strategically adapt their emotional expressions to the incentives they face, 
and that it indeed pays off to do so. Yet, workers do not exploit the full potential of the strategic display of emotions.

PRESENTER 2: DR SHENGCHUANG FENG, NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

Presentation: The Effects of Oxytocin on Self- and Other-Regarding Reinforcement Learning
Authors: Shengchuang Feng, George Christopoulos, Pearl H. Chiu, and Brooks King-Casas.
Abstract:
Previous studies on oxytocin (OT) and social reward learning focused on rewards delivered to the learners themselves 
(self-regarding learning). OT’s effects on learning about rewards delivered to others (other-regarding learning) and related 
neural mechanisms are poorly examined and understood. By applying a double-blind, placebo (PL)-controlled, within-partic-
ipant design, we used a probabilistic social learning task and computational modeling to show that intranasal administration 
of OT decreased other-regarding learning rates in healthy adult males, whereas self-regarding learning rates and valuations 
of rewards for oneself or others were unaffected. In the PL condition, we also discovered a novel effect that when choices 
always led to losing for oneself, the participants’ learning for others was worsened if not completely eliminated. Our study 
provides new evidence of OT’s effects on how humans learn about reward contingencies of their actions affecting other 
humans—a cornerstone of cooperative/competitive behavior—and suggests important implications for the use of OT in 
therapeutic interventions for psychiatric disorders. 

PRESENTER 3:  DR ELIZABETH BOWMAN, UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

Presentation: Pupil size reflects computational complexity of decisions in humans
Authors: Elizabeth Bowman, Kristian Rotaru, Pablo Franco, Carsten Murawski.
Abstract:
This project examined how computational complexity and cognitive load affect pupil response during complex decisions. 73 
participants aged between 18 and 35 years (52 female, 21 male) completed 72 trials of the decision knapsack task. Each 
trial consisted of a 5- to 7-second grey fixation screen, followed by the knapsack decision task where participants were 
given up to 25 seconds to decide if a combination of any of the six items displayed on the screen could be found to satisfy 
a both minimum value and maximum weight constraint. After the knapsack decision screen, participants were required to 
enter the number (1-digit or 6-digit) they were asked to memorise at the start of the trial. Mixed-effects modelling of par-
ticipant responses found a strong effect of instance complexity, and of satisfiability, on trial performance. However, only an 
inconsistent effect of memory load was found. Participants also spent significantly less time solving knapsack trials of lower 
instance complexity, and the relationship between instance complexity and time taken significantly predicted performance 
on a trial. Pupil diameter change was correlated with instance complexity. These results demonstrate that the computa-
tional complexity of a task is detected by the participant, and reflected in the effort-related pupil response, well before the 
decision is signalled through behaviour.
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PRESENTER 1: DR MILAD HAGHANI, UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES

Presentation: Hypothetical bias in stated choice experiments: A review
Authors: Milad Haghani, Michiel C.J. Bliemer, John M. Rose, Harmen Oppewal, Emily Lancsar.
Abstract:
Hypothetical bias (HB) concerns whether and to what extent choices of survey participants in response to hypothetical 
products and settings, and subsequent inferred estimates, translate to real-world settings. This project reviews empirical 
evidence and mitigation strategies for overcoming HB in discrete choice experiments in four fields where choice experi-
ments have been prominent: environmental economics, health economics, marketing and transportation. It also reviews 
evidence from experimental psychology and behavioural neuroscience. Results suggest mixed evidence for the prevalence, 
extent and direction of HB as well as considerable context and measurement dependency. The presentation will present an 
overview and discuss an example case. 
The project has resulted in two papers in the Journal of Choice Modelling; see https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
jocm.2021.100309 and https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jocm.2021.100322, temporary downloadable as https://
authors.elsevier.com/c/1duwz-6FAOxW~7h and https://authors.elsevier.com/c/1duYi6FAOxW~9h.

PRESENTER 1: A/PROF KRISTIAN ROTARU, MONASH BUSINESS SCHOOL

Presentation: What motivates people to pay their taxes? Four experiments on tax compliance
Authors: Eric Floyd, Michael Hallsworth, John A. List, Robert D. Metcalfe, Ivo Vlaev, Kristian Rotaru
Abstract:
In this study, we present a large natural field experiment  (n = 105,379 UK taxpayers) that tested messages aimed at 
increasing tax compliance. We find that the main drivers of changes in compliance are messages describing the monitoring 
behaviour of the tax collector. A second natural field experiment (n = 204,936 UK taxpayers) built on the results of the first 
experiment to further investigate what kinds of costs resulting from tax collector oversight are salient to taxpayers. Specific 
financial incentives did not increase payment rates, whereas stating non-specific costs of inaction did. Additional analyses 
suggest the increase in compliance is likely due to a ‘fill in the blank’ effect in which taxpayers assume the consequence 
is a fine. Interestingly, specifically stating jail time consequences has the largest effect in a laboratory setting. Overall, our 
study reinforces that tax authorities can use short messages to increase tax compliance; the estimated accelerated revenue 
from the two studies amounts to £9.9m.
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